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	Web services generalize the idea of the Web beyond the exchange of simple Web

	pages in order to enable the provision of a broad range of different services. By com-

	posing Web services, cross-organizational and collaborative business processes can

	be realized in a highly dynamic and flexible way, which is particularly important if

	services have to be automatically procured at runtime. However, achieving a higher

	degree of automation is obstructed by the informal nature of legal, contractual and

	organizational regulations, the numerous and complex service descriptions includ-

	ing manifold customization possibilities, and the open and heterogeneous nature of

	the Web service market.





	In this thesis, semantic technologies that provide more explicit meaning of in-

	formation are employed to address these problems. These technologies facilitate

	the exchange of information in heterogeneous systems and increase the share of

	machine-understandable data accessible for automated decision-making. We intro-

	duce the Core Policy Ontology in order to capture regulations as well as preferences

	by means of goal and utility function policies, respectively. Furthermore, we in-

	troduce the Core Ontology of Bids that facilitates customization of Web services to

	specific user needs by efficiently representing highly configurable Web service of-

	fers and requests. Analogously, we derive the Core Contract Ontology from the

	Core Policy Ontology to formally represent Web service contracts. Thereby, we pro-

	vide an open, transparent and interoperable representation of contracts and enable

	a tight integration of contractual information with the collaborative business inter-

	actions they govern.
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Computational Models of Complex Systems (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2013

	Computational and mathematical models provide us with the opportunities to investigate the complexities of real world problems. They allow us to apply our best analytical methods to define problems in a clearly mathematical manner and exhaustively test our solutions before committing expensive resources. This is made possible by assuming...
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Adobe Photoshop CS2 One-Click Wow! (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2005
If you're interested in taking advantage of the powerful new layer capabilities in Photoshop CS--including support for nested layers (up to five levels deep!), a Layer Comp feature that lets you store multiple designs within a single document, and the ability to work with layers in 16-bit images--you've come to the right place! This powerful...
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Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook: Build Rich, Customizable Enterprise 2.0 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Oracle WebCenter is the leading-edge product for developing nextgeneration enterprise portals and composite applications with Web 2.0 in mind. This book introduces you to the aspects of developing WebCenter applications and enriching those applications with social computing services, including discussions, documents, blogs, wikis, tags, and...
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Excel Gurus Gone Wild: Do the IMPOSSIBLE with Microsoft ExcelHoly Macro! Books, 2009


Drawn from actual excel conundrums posted on the author's website, www.mrexcel.com, this high-level resource is designed for people who want to stretch Excel to its limits. Tips for solving 100 incredibly difficult problems are covered in depth and include extracting the first letter of each word in a paragraph, validating...
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Statistical MechanicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1987
Unlike most other texts on the subject, this clear, concise introduction to the theory of microscopic bodies treats the modern theory of critical phenomena. Provides up-to-date coverage of recent major advances, including a self-contained description of thermodynamics and the classical kinetic theory of gases, interesting applications such as...
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Direct Transistor-Level Layout for Digital BlocksSpringer, 2004
Cell-based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital circuits. Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing for timing/power are poorly handled in a fixed cell library. 

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks...
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